
School District 2000-01 2000-01  2001-02 $ %

ALDEN         $4,010 $4,146 $4,114 -$32.40 -0.78% -$146,272
AMHERST       $1,913 $1,978 $1,833 -$145.16 -7.34% -$266,282
WILLIAMSVILLE $2,190 $2,264 $2,234 -$30.02 -1.33% -$407,637
SWEET HOME    $3,590 $3,712 $3,596 -$116.85 -3.15% -$321,534
EAST AURORA   $2,134 $2,207 $2,186 -$20.61 -0.93% -$7,491
BUFFALO       $6,856 $7,089 $6,888 -$200.32 -2.83% -$4,814,093
CHEEKTOWAGA   $2,229 $2,305 $2,184 -$120.75 -5.24% -$150,902
MARYVALE      $3,663 $3,787 $3,894 $106.76 2.82% -$125,577
CLEVELAND HILL $3,873 $4,004 $3,908 -$96.22 -2.40% -$106,990
DEPEW         $4,912 $5,079 $5,064 -$14.44 -0.28% -$92,664
SLOAN         $4,085 $4,224 $4,014 -$210.81 -4.99% -$33,373
CLARENCE      $2,477 $2,562 $2,425 -$136.95 -5.35% -$372,945
SPRINGVILLE-GRIFFITH $4,703 $4,863 $4,714 -$148.77 -3.06% -$43,216
EDEN          $3,766 $3,894 $3,979 $84.97 2.18% $47,490
IROQUOIS      $3,010 $3,112 $2,972 -$140.17 -4.50% -$299,885
EVANS-BRANT   $5,544 $5,732 $5,773 $40.40 0.70% -$248,604
GRAND ISLAND  $3,198 $3,307 $3,165 -$141.49 -4.28% -$275,089
HAMBURG       $3,701 $3,827 $3,832 $5.03 0.13% -$128,556
FRONTIER      $3,652 $3,776 $3,663 -$113.35 -3.00% -$556,774
HOLLAND       $4,688 $4,848 $5,139 $291.55 6.01% -$28,153
LACKAWANNA    $5,913 $6,114 $6,099 -$15.14 -0.25% -$163,108
LANCASTER     $3,359 $3,473 $3,244 -$229.10 -6.60% -$795,333
AKRON         $5,009 $5,180 $4,842 -$337.63 -6.52% -$140,307
NORTH COLLINS $6,120 $6,328 $6,563 $234.87 3.71% $75,379
ORCHARD PARK  $3,070 $3,174 $3,152 -$21.76 -0.69% -$402,047
TONAWANDA     $4,422 $4,573 $4,616 $43.58 0.95% -$153,441
KENMORE       $2,920 $3,019 $3,053 $34.12 1.13% $695,320
WEST SENECA   $3,820 $3,950 $3,929 -$20.40 -0.52% -$157,409
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Districts with Losses -$10,237,682
Districts with Gains $818,189

Total Gain/Loss  -$9,419,492

**2000-01 amounts adjusted by change in Consumer Price Index as specified by state law for districts'  2001-
02 School Property Tax Report Cards.

(Constant Dollars)

Districts with Per Pupil Losses
Districts with Per Pupil Gains

*Formula Aid includes all aids on SED school aid runs (except building aid) plus growth aid.

Impact of the 2001-2002 Bare Bones Budget 

Erie County
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Prepared by the Fiscal Policy Institute for the Alliance for Quality Education.


